PMC Lighting at LEDucation

PMC Lighting will be participating in the largest LED-only tradeshow educational forum in the United States.

Monday February 17, 2020 Warwick, RI

PMC Lighting is pleased to be taking part in LEDucation, the largest LED-only tradeshow and educational forum in the United States. This event will take place March 17-18, 2020 at the New York Hilton Midtown 1335 Avenue of the Americas, New York City. PMC Lighting will be represented at the tradeshow by Empire Lighting, an agency that we work closely with to bring lighting solutions to the New York area.

PMC Lighting has long been considered a pioneer in the design community for their custom and semi-custom lighting fixtures that make it easy for a designer to play with light, color, and shape. As one of the first manufacturers to offer curved linear fixtures, PMC prides itself on their relationship with designers and their willingness to meet the needs of any project. PMC creates ‘Build-2-Spec’ solutions for your project outside of traditional or standard product shapes, sizes, configurations, and colors. Our focus at LEDucation will be on showcasing our innovative new offerings and you will be able to learn about PMC Lighting’s specialty lighting.

Our PÜR-LED™ collection features luminaries with clean, modern, and stylish looks combined with Vital Vio’s patented VioSafe® White Light Disinfection® technology. Perfect for public spaces such as hospitals, offices, airports, restaurants, or any place where germ-control is desirable, these fixtures blend design form and disinfecting function in any room or structure.

If noise mitigation is your goal, our AKÜSTIK Series of lighting fixtures not only provide highly tailorable high quality LED lighting, but also provide noise mitigation in the installed environment. Wrapped in sound deadening material, aküstik fixtures can help reduce ambient noise by absorbing sound instead of reflecting it. With a rating of .45-.90 NRC, the material used to wrap the luminaire has been proven by the manufacturer to reduce overall noise in the
Introduced late in 2019, PMC Lighting is proud to offer lighting embedded with BIOS® SkyBlue® circadian solutions to produce the healthy “blue sky” light signal needed to stimulate human circadian biology. This specific light wavelength communicates directly with human biology through a non-visual photoreceptor to regulate circadian rhythms, providing healthier sleep patterns and ultimately, better health.

Founded in 1991, PMC Lighting is a family owned and operated manufacturer of quality lighting fixtures. Located in Warwick, Rhode Island, PMC is centrally located on the eastern sea-board, nestled between New York City and Boston. Our location affords our company the opportunity to capitalize on technological advancements as well as superior design and engineering influences from this area while maintaining our small town work ethic, experience, and pride.

Registration for this event is now open. Learn more at https://leducation.org/registration/